Fall season means planting bulbs for the Spring

Seasonal color provides a colorful accent that grabs everyone’s attention immediately. Preparing the area prior to planting your bulb is very crucial in the growing process. We have some tips that will help turn your bulbs into beautiful flowers.

- Use tiler to mix up soil.
- Dig hole where you want to plant.
- Place bulb point side up in hole.
- Put fertilizer on area just planted.

Organizing your yard for planting is very important.

Click here for some tips on how to prepare your soil and select the correct bulbs for springtime.
Why Plant Bulbs?
- Visual Appeal: aesthetically pleasing
- Enhance Mood: create a positive impact
- Pollinators: include bees and butterflies
- Clean Air: flowers absorb carbon dioxide

EXTRA TIP:

Even when your lawn has gone dormant, you still have to take care of it so it will grow bright green in the spring.

PREPARE LAWN FOR WINTER VIDEO